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How the search for little
into
turned one tiny Nevada town
an unlikely tourist destination

It’s our 50th issue!
We’re celebrating
with the 50 best trips
to take this year
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1. ERIK OLSSON
Photographer Erik has shot some of Scandanavia’s
most innovative chefs for the likes of Condé Nast
Traveler and publisher Phaidon. He was fascinated
to shoot a different kind of innovator – the inventor
of a mechanical heart (p31). “I love meeting people
and sharing their knowledge. Dr Najar really made
me think about the endurance needed in his work.
It’s taken him 17 years and 11 prototypes to get to
this point.” eof.se
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2. SIMON BUSCH
Writer and editor Simon left no corner of wild
Northern Cyprus unexplored for our feature on
page 68. But ﬁtting everything in meant he couldn’t
linger. “Seeing all those enticing swimming spots,
and not being able to sample them, was a little
frustrating.” Still, this contributor to The Guardian
and CNN isn’t complaining. “Travel can feel deeply
liberating, and for a writer there are fewer richer
sources of material.” aroundthebusch.com
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3. ROBERT ORMEROD
“I love that my job is to literally see the world,”
says Scottish photographer Robert, whose work
has appeared in The New York Times and The Wall
Street Journal. This month his sights were set
even further as he went in search of little green
men near notorious Area 51 in the US (p36). It
was fascinating stuff, even if the most out-there
happening was the night his car got stuck in the
frozen desert. robertormerod.co.uk
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Cuba of the Med
Northern Cyprus has amazing beaches, ruins and scenery,
but its uncertain political status means tourists have tended
to favour the south. With reuniﬁcation and development
on the cards, now’s the time to go, says Simon Busch
Photography⁄Ben Roberts
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urtles don’t have an easy start in life. Squashed
in together in the nest, they ﬁght for space and
air, often leading to injuries before they even
emerge. When they do, they have just hours to forage
for seaweed, jellyﬁsh and other aquatic delicacies
to avoid starvation.
“Only about one in a thousand make it,” says
Chloe Slevin, a young volunteer with the Society
for the Protection of Turtles (cyprusturtles.org), a
conservation group on Alagadi Beach that helps to
protect hatchlings from the perils they face. These are
formidable, Slevin explains, from predators to ﬁshing
to the lights of coastal hotels, which they confuse
with the moonlight that should guide them to the sea.
In fact, these various dangers have been
responsible for eliminating turtles across most of the
Mediterranean, where the arrival of mass tourism has
turned once-wild shorelines into manicured stretches
of sand that are better suited to the new human
arrivals than the native wildlife.

Previous page⁄ The famous
ruins of Salamis in Famagusta
This page⁄ Golden Sands
beach is one of the most
beautiful; a turtle hatchling
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It’s a diﬀerent story here in Northern Cyprus,
a region that has remained comparitively
undeveloped. Alagadi, in the centre of the island’s
north shore, has become a nesting spot for the last of
the Mediterranean turtles; the beach they hatch on is
a specially protected zone.
This lack of development can be attributed to
the region’s annexation by Turkey in the 1970s. In
the years afterwards, the economy was too weak to
sustain what Cyprus memoirist Joachim Sartorius
called the “new, cheap prosperity” of the south, and its
political isolation discouraged mass overseas tourism
and investment. As a result, the region feels like a
throwback to an earlier time. Its languid pace of life
and retro charms have invited comparisons with Cuba
– not to mention a similar sultry climate, untamed
beaches and crumbling but picturesque buildings.
Now the conﬂict that has divided Cyprus for the
last 40 years may be coming to an end (see box, right).
That’s good news, of course, but it will likely »

What’s the
story?

“Northern Cyprus has been compared
to Cuba, for its languid pace of life,
sultry climate and untamed beaches”

Cyprus has been divided
since 1974, when Turkey
invaded, fearing a
Cypriot merger with
Greece. The isolation
of the resulting entity,
the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus, has led
to a lack of development
in comparison to the
south, which had a
tourist boom in
the late 1970s.

Since then, as busy
resorts like Ayia Napa
and Paphos have grown
in the south, the north
has retained its sleepy
charm, a slower pace of
life and wild stretches
of coastline.

Forty years on and a
solution to the conﬂict
seems to be in sight, as
talks suggest leaders
representing north and
south are serious about
peace. An agreement
could be reached early
this year.

Reuniﬁcation could bring
resources to share –
precious water for the
south, via the undersea
pipeline from Turkey, and
natural gas for Turkey in
return – as well as the
chance for Greek and
Turkish Cypriots to
be united as one
nation again.

n/
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Golden Sands Beach

Karpas
Peninsula

Cape Kormakitis

Kyrenia
Akanthou
Alagadi Turtle Beach

United Nations Green Line

NORTHERN CYPRUS
Nicosia (Capital)
Famagusta
Varosha

SOUTHERN CYPRUS
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A real taste
of the north

Beware “international
menus” in Northern
Cyprus. They’re often
vintage in quite the
wrong way, evoking
long-boiled, postwar
British grub.

bring new development that would change the
island’s northern shores beyond recognition. Already
there are already signs that times are changing. The
road along the north and north-east coast is a vast
improvement on its bumpy, windy predecessor,
which took twice as long to traverse, and a slick new
marina has been built halfway up the coast.
So now is the time to visit to enjoy all the charms
of an unspoilt Mediterranean holiday. We took a
roadtrip to ﬁnd some of the most interesting spots,
before they change for good.
KARPAS PENINSULA
Although buses and minibuses cover all major
towns and larger villages, they don’t go to many
of the main tourist attractions, so car rental is
recommended. Although car companies in the south
may not be happy to rent to those driving north, there
are local outﬁts, such as Baspinar (baspinarrentals.
com), which charge from £15 (NOK155) per day.
Drive north out of Alagadi along a road lined with
coastal dunes dotted with eerily wind-twisted trees

This page, clockwise from
left⁄ Tourist on the Karpas
Peninsula; feral donkeys on the
main road; a typical vintage car

until you reach the Karpas Peninsula, aka the Cyprus
Panhandle. This 70km-long spit of land feels like a
time capsule of the forgotten Med, characterised by
implausibly emerald seas, feral donkeys and laidback locals.
The donkeys are particularly iconic. Remnants of
the Turkish invasion, when thousands of the animals
were abandoned here, they’ve become a symbol of
the north side of the island. In a small way, they’ve
also been a tool of unity, as communities in north and
south Cyprus have collaborated on campaigns for
their protection. They provide frequent road blocks
for drivers, using cuteness and simple immovability
to extort bread from touristic pilgrims to Apostolos
Andreas Monastery near the headland.
GOLDEN SANDS BEACH
Round Cape Apostolos Andreas to the east and you
come to Golden Sands Beach. Turtles come ashore
here, too, at this unpeopled stretch of silk-soft powder
that fades into a gorgeous blue sea. Reigning over this
scene, Hasan Korkmaz is manager and proprietor of
his eponymously named restaurant and beach
huts Hassan’s Turtle Beach (facebook.com/
Hassanturtlebeach, +90 533 864 1063). »

Traditional dishes
have a more Turkish
inﬂection than in the
south, including the use
of goat or lamb rather
than pork. One tasty
dish to look out for is
tatar böregi: lamb and
onions in soft, raviolilike parcels with hellim
(halloumi in Greek)
cheese on top.

Longtime North
Cyprus ex-pat Lois
Cemal and her
husband Ismael offer
ecotourism and
traditional food
activities in Büyükkonuk
village. Kemeraltı
Aşevi restaurant there
serves some of the
best dishes.
ecotourismcyprus.com

n/
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Looking disconcertingly like a shaven-headed
Apocalypse Now period Marlon Brando, minus the
weight but with the same voice, Korkmaz talks about
what it was like when he ﬁrst came to Golden Sands
23 years ago, after leaving his job as a civil servant.
“It was just me and a tent then,” he says. “I wanted to
help the animals ﬁrst, then I made a business out of
it.” He has asked for aid from conservation groups,
but says they told him North Cyprus’s diplomatic
limbo meant they had to refuse.
Now, Korkmaz is worried about his future – and
that of this beach. The government has already closed
down his two neighbours, who were also oﬀering
small-scale accommodation. The fear is that these
moves are a clear-out, to make way for big developers.
“Rich people could come here and make big hotels,”
Korkmaz says. It’s hard to disagree that would be a
shame, when – currently – this piece of paradise can
be yours from a mere 130TRY (NOK292) a night.
VAROSHA AND FAMAGUSTA
Cruising south from Karpas, you can continue a
circuit of the northern half of the island by heading
for a diﬀerent kind of tourism time capsule at
Varosha. Before 1974, this resort was famous for its
orange festival and a beach that was claimed as the
jewel of the eastern Med, but the overwhelmingly
Greek seaside resort was captured and the population
evacuated. Although it’s now a ghost town, its
crumbling high-rises and end-of-civilisation vibe still
make for an interesting stop on route.
More interesting is the neighbouring walled
city of Famagusta, where history fans will ﬁnd more
than enough to occupy themselves for a day or two.
The principal port city of the Kingdom of Cyprus
during the third crusade, the city’s medieval walls
transport you back to a time of sword and armour.
It’s a wonder Game of Thrones’ producers haven’t
found this place yet. »
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Just down the road is the
walled city of Famagusta...
it’s a wonder Game of
Thrones’ producers haven’t
found this place yet”

These pages, clockwise
from bottom left⁄
Locals in Famagusta; ruins of St
George of the Greeks Church;
a headless statue in Famagusta;
Roman columns in Famagusta;
inland scenery
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This page, here and
below⁄Kyrenia Castle;
mountains as seen from
Cape Kormakitis

Need to
know

If travelling to Northern
Cyprus from the south,
it’s easiest to ﬂy into
Larnaca and then drive
90 minutes further north
by car to the border at
Nicosia. You’ll go over
the United Nations
Green Line dividing the
two parts of the island,
where you show your
passport, but it’s unlikely
to be stamped in either
direction.

Just down the road, you’ll ﬁnd the ancient site
of Salamis, part of the Greek, Roman and Byzantine
empires. Ruins here date back to the 11th century
BC when Cyprus was a major player in the earliest
Mediterranean trade networks.
KYRENIA AND THE NORTH-WEST
The history trip continues in Kyrenia, where the
vast castle appears pleasingly untouched, at least
on the outside. Inside it’s been styled as if a barbarian
horde had gone berserk in Madame Tussauds; ﬁlled
with garish waxworks posed in medieval tableaux.
Down on Kyrenia’s harbour, you’ll ﬁnd a raft of
waterside restaurants, and there are some decent
souvenirs to be had, such as intricate carved wooden
boxes with secret compartments and openings (Secret
Boxes, 32 Canbulat Sokak Street) or 1,001 ﬂavours of
Turkish delight (24 Canbulat Sokak Street).
Complete your circuit of the north by driving
for another hour or so, passing ramshackle, sleepy
villages to Cape Kormakitis. The isolated promontary
on the north-western coast is a lovely spot for quiet
contemplation on one of its deserted beaches. There
must be other quiet spots like this still in Europe, but
not many of them now. If change is coming for North
Cyprus, one hopes, for turtles and travellers alike, it
won’t change too much.
Norwegian ﬂies to Larnaca from Copenhagen,
Helsinki, London/Gatwick, Oslo and Stockholm. Book
ﬂights, a hotel and a rental car at norwegian.com

Northern Cyprus is
very safe. Violent crime
is extremely rare, and
commercial hassling
of tourists almost as
uncommon. Do take
seriously notices telling
you to not photograph
in military zones. Lone
women travellers face
no harassment and, this
being one of the most
unobservant parts of the
Muslim world, there’s no
need to cover up outside
of mosques.

You don’t need any
vaccinations for the
north, and – despite the
exotic fauna – there’s
no malaria. The greatest
threat to your health
is likely to come from
sunburn.
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